We study a model of rapidly cooling shocked stellar winds in young massive clusters and estimate the circumstances under which secondary star formation, out of the reinserted winds from a first stellar generation (1G), is possible. We have used two implementations of the model: a highly idealized computationally inexpensive spherically symmetric semi-analytic model, and a complex three-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic simulations, and they are in a good mutual agreement. The results confirm our previous findings that in a cluster with 1G mass 10 7 M and half-mass radius 2.38 pc, the shocked stellar winds become thermally unstable, collapse into dense gaseous structures that partially accumulate inside the cluster, self-shield against ionizing stellar radiation and form the second generation (2G) of stars. We have used the semi-analytic model to explore a subset of the parameter space covering a wide range of the observationally poorly constrained parameters: the heating efficiency, η he , and the mass loading, η ml . The results show that the fraction of the 1G stellar winds accumulating inside the cluster can be larger than 50% if η he 10% which is suggested by the observations. Furthermore, for low η he , the model provides a self-consistent mechanism predicting 2G stars forming only in the central zones of the cluster. Finally, we have calculated the accumulated warm gas emission in the H30α recombination line, analyzed its velocity profile and estimated its intensity for super star clusters in interacting galaxies NGC4038/9 (Antennae) showing that the warm gas should be detectable with ALMA.
INTRODUCTION
Young massive clusters with masses M SC = 10 5 -10 7 M observed in nearby starburst galaxies (e.g. Portegies Zwart et al. 2010; Whitmore & Schweizer 1995; Gilbert & Graham 2007; Mengel et al. 2008; Melo et al. 2005; Westmoquette et al. 2007 , and references therein) include high numbers of massive stars concentrated within a small volume (radius of a few parsecs). Winds of these stars collide with each other and convert their kinetic energy into heat resulting in a hot gas filling most of the cluster interior. The high thermal pressure of this gas drives a star cluster wind that becomes supersonic as it expands into the surrounding medium. Considering that global parameters of stellar winds vary on a time-scale which is longer than the wind crossing time through the cluster, Chevalier & Clegg (1985) found basic properties of the stationary (i.e. time independent) cluster wind by solving adiabatic, spherically symmetric hydrodynamic equations. Silich et al. (2003) found that when radiative cooling of the hot shocked wind is taken into account, the stationary star cluster wind solution does not exist if the total cluster mechanical luminosity, L SC , exceeds the so called critical luminosity, L crit . The critical luminosity is a function of other cluster parameters, e.g. it can be shown that it is directly proportional to the star cluster radius R SC (Silich et al. 2004) . Since L SC is directly proportional to the star cluster stellar mass, M SC , the condition for the existence of the stationary solution can be also formulated as an upper limit for the cluster compactness C ≡ M SC /R SC (cnf. to Krause et al. 2016) . Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2005b) hypothesized that in clusters with L SC > L crit , the mass reinserted by massive stars (i.e. shocked stellar winds and supernova ejecta) accumulates in the cluster interior and feeds secondary star formation in situ. Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2007) confirmed the mass accumulation by 1D hydrodynamic simulations and found that such clusters present two qualitatively different regions (hence the solution was named bimodal ) separated by the so called stagnation radius, R st : the mass inserted below it accumulates inside the cluster while the mass inserted above it leaves the cluster in a form of a cluster wind for which the stationary solution can be found. The process of mass accumulation in star clusters with a bimodal solution was explored by Wünsch et al. (2008) who ran 2D hydrodynamic simulations and found that parcels of the hot gas below the stagnation radius cool rapidly from ∼ 10 7 K down to the minimum allowed temperature 10 4 K (motivated by the assumption that the gas is ionized by stellar radiation) and are subsequently compressed by the surrounding hot gas until they reach pressure equilibrium as dense warm clumps. The bimodal solution was further studied by Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2010) who estimated the shapes of recombination line profiles from 2D simulation, Silich et al. (2010) who applied it to high-redshift SCUBA galaxies with extremely high star formation rates, Hueyotl-Zahuantitla et al. (2010 who applied it to galactic nuclear star clusters, Wünsch et al. (2011) who calculated the time evolution of clusters evolving in the bimodal regime for the whole period of the existence of massive stars, and Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2013) who included cooling due to dust produced by supernovae.
This work follows up on two of our previous papers. In Palouš et al. (2013) we studied the properties of star cluster winds produced by sources representing first generation (1G) stars, distributed spatially according to a generalized Schuster function (Lohmann 1964; Ninkovic 1998) . This is a more realistic stellar density profile of a cluster than the top-hat function (or even distribution of sources) used in previous works. In Palouš et al. (2014) we estimated the conditions under which the accumulated warm gas self-shields against the ionizing stellar EUV radiation (with photon energies above 13.6 eV) and cools below 10 4 K to form a second generation (2G) of stars. Here we model stellar clusters with a first generation of stars represented by a smooth distribution of mass and energy sources which follow the Schuster profile. We include radiative cooling of the gas, ionizing radiation of massive stars, and the gravitational field from the first stellar generation. We combine 3D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations (to calculate three models with high accuracy) and 1D semi-analytic models (to explore a larger parameter space). The simulations include an approximate model of star formation implemented through sink particles, the gas self-gravity, and gravity from sink particles. We concentrate on the first 3.5 Myr of the cluster evolution, i.e. before supernovae start to explode. This is due to our smooth insertion of mass and energy which cannot represent well discrete events such as SN explosions. (Note however that most groups have inserted SNe in this way, assuming a time averaged energy and mass input as inferred from the Starburst99 synthesis code (Leitherer et al. 1999) ). Furthermore, the SN ejecta may be enriched by a nonnegligible amount of dust, which is an agent capable of enhancing the cooling of the hot gas ) and this is not yet implemented in our model. The cluster evolution during the SN period will be described in a forthcoming paper (Jeřábková, in prep.) .
Motivated by the observations, we introduced two additional parameters: the heating efficiency η he and the mass loading η ml . The first one indicates the fraction of the mechanical energy of stellar winds that is transformed into thermal energy of the hot shocked gas inside the cluster. This may help to solve the discrepancy between the observed and the predicted X-ray luminosity of HII regions associated with young massive clusters (see e.g. Rosen et al. 2014 , and the references therein). Silich et al. (2010) determined the heating efficiency of 10 young massive clusters in M82 galaxy from their corresponding HII regions radii and found η he 10%. Widths of recombination lines associated with super star clusters in the Antennae galaxies observed by Gilbert & Graham (2007) also suggest that η he 10%. Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2016) argue that the heating efficiency is effectively low if majority of massive stars end up as interacting binaries resulting in much lower stellar wind velocities. On the other hand, Strickland & Heckman (2009) estimated the total energy of winds of young massive clusters in M82 and found rather high values of η he = 30 − 100%. The second parameter, mass loading η ml , describes an additional influx of primordial gas into the hot thermalized winds representing processes as for instance evaporation of dense pre-existing clouds inside the cluster or evaporation of envelopes and disks of young low-mass protostars and stars. A similar parameter was introduced in Silich et al. (2010) . Mass loading is normalized by the mass insertion rate due to stellar winds,Ṁ SC . Both parameters (η he and η ml ) are not particularly well constrained. Therefore, we let them vary in a wide range of values and explore the parameter space to understand how our results depend on them.
Our model predicts the formation of secondary stellar generations within the cluster, with the matter injected by the winds from massive stars of the first generation. This may be related to the multiple stellar populations found in globular clusters (see e.g. Bedin et al. 2004; Piotto et al. 2007; , and references therein), and recently also in intermediate age massive clusters (e.g. Milone et al. 2009 ). Additionally, spectroscopic observations revealed anti-correlations between certain pairs of light elements (e.g. sodium and oxygen; see Carretta et al. 2006 Carretta et al. , 2009 suggesting that a fraction of stars in globular clusters could form out of gas enriched by products of high-temperature H-burning, as those produced either in massive stars (Decressin et al. 2007a) or in Asymptotic Giant Branch stars (D'Ercole et al. 2010) . Our model is not directly applicable to the formation of globular cluster, because we set the metallicity of the first generation stars to be solar for the sake of comparability with our previous works on super star clusters. However, the qualitative predictions of mass accumulation and secondary star formation are significant and robust. Furthermore, the rapidly cooling winds model presents multiple features that may help to eliminate some of the problems encountered by other self-enrichment scenarios. Specifically, it provides a mechanism to capture fast ( 1000 km s −1 ) stellar winds inside the cluster and it self-consistently predicts that under certain conditions, secondary star formation occurs in the very center of clusters. On the other hand, no completely satisfactory explanation of the multiple populations found recently in globular clusters exists, and this model would also suffer by similar problems as other scenarios based on self-enrichment by massive stars (see Bastian 2015 , and references therein).
The paper is organized as follows: in §2 we describe the adopted physical model of the cluster, §3 and §4 introduce the semi-analytic and numerical codes used to calculate the model, respectively. Our results are presented in §5. Specifically, we give semi-analytic estimates of the mass necessary for self-shielding ( §5.1), describe the radiation-hydrodynamic simulations confirming the estimates and calculate the synthetic emission line spectra of the simulated clusters ( §5.2), use the semi-analytic estimates to explore a larger parameter space and predict certain properties of secondary stellar generations ( §5.4). The implications of the results for the evolution of massive star clusters is discussed in §6, and our conclusions are formulated in §7.
PHYSICAL MODEL
We consider a young cluster with a first stellar generation (1G) of mass M SC = 10 7 M formed abruptly at time t = 0. The stellar density ρ is given by the spherically symmetric Schuster distribution in a form
where 2 F 1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function, 2 F 1 (3/2, β, 5/2, −(r/R c ) 2 ) hereafter abbreviated as F β (r), and C Sch is the normalization constant. It has been shown by Ninkovic (1998) that the Schuster distribution with the slope β = 1.5 (see Equation 2) approximates well the King stellar surface density profile (King 1962) . The King profile was originaly obtained for the globular clusters, however, it is also in a good agreement with the observed stellar surface density profiles of young massive clusters (e.g. Espinoza et al. 2009 ). Therefore, we use β = 1.5 for the all presented models. Values of the core radius, R c = 1.58 pc, and the cluster radius, R SC = 4.5 pc, result in the half mass radius R h = 2.38 pc which is the same as for the uniform sphere with radius 3 pc. The corresponding gravitational potential Ψ can be obtained using a standard formula for the potential of the spherically symmetric density distribution (see e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008) 
where G is the gravitational constant. The escape velocity from radius r to infinity is v esc (r) = |2Ψ (r)|, and the free fall time from radius r to the center is
Massive stars insert mass and mechanical energy into the cluster volume through their radiation driven winds. Following Chevalier & Clegg (1985) we assume that mutual collisions of individual stellar winds result in a hot gas filling most of the cluster volume (as validated numerically by Cantó et al. 2000 and others) . We model this process by inserting mass and thermal energy smoothly into the cluster with total ratesṀ SC and L SC , respectively. We assume that the sources follow the stellar distribution ρ and hence the mass and energy insertion rate densities are, respectively
Here we use two additional parameters described in §1: the heating efficiency η he , which defines the fraction of the mechanical energy of individual stellar winds that is converted into the cluster wind thermal energy, and the mass loading η ml , which specifies the amount of additional material complementing the reinserted wind. In §5.1 and §5.2, we study in detail three models with η ml = 1 and η he = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3 (see Table 1 ). Furthermore, we discuss the most important features of the model for a large range of these parameters η he ∈ (0, 1), η ml ∈ (0, 5) in §5.4. mass loading a RTH is chosen so that the half-mass radius is the same as in the case of cluster with Schuster 1G distribution with parameters Rc and RSC given above. b Used for calculating ni and ne in cooling rate Q and recombination rateṄr. c η he = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3 for models A, B and C, respectively. The total amounts of mass and energy inserted into the cluster per unit time,Ṁ SC and L SC , respectively, are functions of time. They are determined using the stellar population synthesis code Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) by the procedure described in detail in Wünsch et al. (2011) . It is assumed that 1G stars were formed instantaneously with the standard Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa 2001) ; the Geneva stellar evolution tracks with the high mass loss wind model are used (see Leitherer et al. 1992 , for details). The metallicity of the gas, Z, is also time-dependent however, at any given time, we assume that it presents a uniform value within the whole computational domain. This is given by equation:
where Z 0 = Z is the metallicity of the first stellar generation andṀ metals is the total amount of elements heavier than He inserted by massive stars per unit time as provided by Starburst99. Note that it is alwaysṀ metals ≥ Z 0ṀSC (metallicity of stellar winds is at least the metallicity of the gas from which the stars were formed), and therefore Z(t) ≥ Z 0 all the time. The gas inserted into the cluster by 1G stars rapidly establishes a star cluster wind. This process is described by the hydrodynamic equations including terms for energy losses due to radiative cooling and eventually for gravity (of stars and self-gravity of the gas). These equations are accompanied by the ideal gas equation of state in a form
where P , ρ and T are gas pressure, density and temperature, respectively; k B is the Boltzmann constant and m H is the hydrogen nuclei mass. The mean molecular weight µ is either µ = µ i = 0.609 for the hot and warm gas with T ≥ 10 4 K (assuming it is ionized) or µ = µ c = 2.35 for smaller temperatures (assuming it is molecular). We do not consider µ of the atomic phase, because the semianalytic model describes only the hot ionized gas, and because the mass of the atomic phase is negligible in numerical models as the gas densities are so high that the gas shielded 1 against ionizing radiation cools down to ∼ 10 K almost immediately. We define also the mean molecular weight per hydrogen nuclei µ H = 1.273 and use it to calculate electron and ion particle densities needed for radiative cooling computations: n e = n i = ρ/µ H .
The exact form of the hydrodynamic equations for the semi-analytic model differs from those obtained for the numerical model, because the former ones are 1D spherically symmetric and time independent, while the latter ones are 3D time dependent and include more physical effects as for instance self-gravity and EUV radiation. Both sets of equations are explicitly given in sections §3 and §4, respectively. All discussed parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1 .
SEMI-ANALYTIC CODE
We use the semi-analytic code developed by Silich et al. (2004) to estimate the amount of mass accumulated inside the cluster. This code searches for the stationary solution for the hot star cluster wind and in case it does not exist, it calculates how much mass has to be removed Figure 1. Top: evolution of the ratio of the cluster mechanical luminosity to the critical luminosity, χ ≡ L SC /L crit , for the models A (solid), B (dashed) and C (dotted) with parameters given in Table 1 . The dashdotted line is the χ = 1 line separating regions with the quasi-adiabatic behavior (below) and the rapidly cooling winds (above). Bottom: evolution of the mean pressure of the hot gas below R SC approximated by the pressure at the stagnation radius calculated by the semi-analytic code for a cluster with top-hat stellar density profile and R TH = 3 pc.
from the hot phase to allow the stationary solution existence. It is computationally much cheaper than full radiation-hydrodynamic simulations and therefore it allows us to explore the parameter space in §5.4. The procedure to use the code for considering an evolving cluster is described by Wünsch et al. (2011) and we briefly summarize it here for the convenience of the reader. The implementation of the semi-analytic code allows only sources with a top-hat radial density profiles, i.e. the mass and energy deposition rate densities, q m and q e , are spatially constant within the cluster. Therefore, clusters with the Schuster density profile used in this work are approximated by top-hat density profiles with the same half-mass radius R h = 2.38 pc resulting in the top-hat cluster radius R TH = 3 pc. The gravity acting on the hot gas is neglected, since the thermal energy of the hot gas is always higher than its potential energy in the gravitational field of the cluster. However, the gravity is taken into account in estimates of the fraction of the reinserted mass that stays in the cluster (see Equations (13) and (14) below). We assume that mass and energy deposition rate densities, q m and q e , vary on a substantially longer time-scale than the cluster wind crossing time. Then, for a cluster at a given time, we can search for a stationary wind solution by solving the spherically symmetric hydrodynamic
where ρ, u and P are the wind density, velocity and pressure, respectively. The energy equation (12) includes the cooling term Q = n i n e Λ(T, Z) where n i = n e = ρ/µ H are the ion and electron number densities, Z is the gas metallicity given by Eq. 8 and Λ(T, Z) is a cooling function calculated by Schure et al. (2009) . The pressure is calculated using the ideal gas equation of state (9) with µ i = 0.609. As shown by Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2007), Equations (10) - (12) have a solution for all radii only if the cluster mechanical luminosity, L SC , does not exceed a certain critical value, L crit . This critical luminosity can be found using a bisection method by varying L SC and checking whether the solution of (10) - (12) exists or not. In order to obtain a more accurate value of L crit for clusters with a Schuster density profiles, we corrected L crit by a constant factor 3.5 found by comparison with 1D numerical simulations by Palouš et al. (2013) (see their Figure 6 ). We define a ratio between the cluster mechanical luminosity and its critical value, χ = L SC /L crit , and plot its time evolution for models A, B and C in Figure 1 (top panel).
If χ > 1, the stationary solution of Equations (10) - (12) does not exists for the whole cluster volume. However, it is still possible to find a solution in the region r > R st where R st is the so called stagnation radius below which the wind velocity is zero. In Wünsch et al. (2011) we assumed that all gas inserted below R st accumulates inside the cluster. Here we find through hydrodynamic simulations (see §5.2 below) that models with a negative stellar radial density gradient (e.g. Schuster profiles) behave differently. The wind velocity is positive in the whole cluster volume and no stagnation radius exists even for χ > 1. In our calculations, dense clumps are still formed through thermal instabilities inside the cluster. As they have positive radial velocities "inherited" from the wind gas from which they form, in the absence of gravity, they would leave the cluster. However, if gravity is taken into account, clumps formed at smaller radii, with radial velocities smaller than the escape velocity (see below), are captured and fall into the cluster center.
The fraction of the inserted gas that ends up in dense clumps can be estimated by comparing the mass deposition rate density of a given model q m with the cor-responding quantity q m,crit of the model with the same parameters but a mechanical luminosity L SC equal to L crit . This is because clump formation effectively lowers the density of the hot medium down to the level obtained when χ = 1. The clumps acquire positive radial velocities similar to that of the wind at the radius where they form. Thus we define the escape radius R esc as the distance from the cluster center where the wind velocity u equals the cluster escape velocity:
where Ψ is given by Equation (4). Then, we assume that all the clumps that form below R esc are captured and clumps that form above R esc leave the cluster with the wind. Therefore, the amount of gas accumulated up to a certain time t is estimated as (14) where t bs is the time at which χ exceeds 1 and thermal instabilities start to appear inside the cluster. Note that in this approach, the accumulated mass, M acc , is overestimated as it ignores the hydrodynamic forces from the wind pushing the clumps outwards. On the other hand, M acc is underestimated as Equation (14) ignores the gravitational force caused by the accumulated gas and the forming secondary stellar generation. However, a comparison for models A, B and C, between M acc and M num acc obtained from numerical simulations that include both the above effects, suggests that the errors are not large (see Table 2 and Figure 7 ).
NUMERICAL CODE
The numerical model is based on the threedimensional, adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code FLASH v4.2.1 (Fryxell et al. 2000) . The AMR is handled by the PARAMESH library (MacNeice et al. 2000) , the whole code is parallelized via domain decomposition under the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The hydrodynamic equations are solved using a modified version of the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM Colella & Woodward 1984) with the time-step controlled by the CourantFriedrichs-Lewy criterion. They have a form
where ρ, u and P are the gas density, velocity and pressure, respectively, and E = P/[(γ−1)ρ]+u 2 /2 is the total energy per unit mass with γ being the ratio of specific heats. The mass and energy deposition rate q m and q e are given by Equations (6) and 7, respectively, and their time evolution is obtained from Starburst99 code as described in §3. The cooling term Q is calculated using a procedure based on sub-cycling described in Wünsch et al. (2008) . The gravitational potential Ψ consists of three parts, Ψ = Ψ + Ψ s + Ψ g , where Ψ is the potential of 1G stars given by Equation (4), Ψ s is the potential of sink particles (see below) calculated by direct force summation, and Ψ g is the potential of the gas obtained by solving the Poisson equation
Equation (18) is solved using the tree code algorithm described in Wünsch et al. (2017, in prep.) , it also provides the gravitational acceleration g corresponding to Ψ. The set of Equations (15)- (17) is closed by the equation of state as in (9) with mean molecular weights µ i and µ c for the appropriate temperature regimes (see Table 1 ). The ionizing radiation of stars is included using module OpticalDepth of the radiation transport code TreeRay described in Wünsch et al. (2016, in prep.) . Instead of calculating the radiation transport exactly, it assumes that the whole computational domain is embedded in a bath of ionizing radiation with a uniform photon flux coming from all directions. The photon flux is approximated by flux F UV in the center of a sphere with radius R TH and uniform distribution of radiation sources with the total photon production rateṄ UV given by the Starburst99 code for clusters with the selected parameters (see also Equation (19) in Palouš et al. 2014 )
Using the generalized algorithm TreeCol developed by Clark et al. (2012) , the OpticalDepth module calculates the emission measure EM j for each grid cell and for each direction
where index j runs over 12 directions, the minimum number defined by the HealPix library (Górski et al. 2005 ) and ρ(s, j) is the gas density in direction j at distance s from the cell. Invoking the on-the-spot approximation (Osterbrock 1974) and assuming that EUV photons are destroyed along the incoming ray by recombinations to other than the fundamental level, the number of ionizing photons n UV entering the grid cell is
where
) is a fraction of the grid cell surface associated with direction j with dV being the grid cell volume, α B = 2.7 × 10 −13 cm 3 s −1 is the recombination coefficient into excited states only and H is the Heaviside step function. Subsequently, the grid cell is assumed to be ionized and its temperature is maintained at T i = 10 4 K if n UV > 0. Otherwise, if n UV = 0, the grid cell is allowed to cool to lower temperatures (which in the majority of cases means that it quickly cools down to the minimum allowed temperature 10 K because of its high density).
As the cold gas evolves under the influence of its own gravity it may become gravitationally unstable and collapse if its mass exceeds the Jeans mass. Therefore we include the sink particles module of FLASH (Federrath et al. 2010) . If the gas density in a certain grid cell exceeds a threshold ρ sink and if the gas within the so called accretion radius, r acc , fulfills a number of criteria, a sink particle is created. The criteria are: (i) the cell is at the highest refinement level, (ii) the cell represents a local minimum of Ψ g , (iii) the mass exceeds the Jeans mass, (iv) the flow is converging (∇ · u < 0), (v) the gas is gravitationally bound, and (vi) the region does not overlap with some other sink particle. Additionally, a fraction of gas with density exceeding ρ sink within r acc of each particle is accreted onto it, i.e. the gas density is truncated to ρ sink and the mass is added to the mass of the sink particle. For all models presented here we set ρ sink = 10 −17 g cm −3 and r acc = 0.05 pc corresponding to 2.5× grid cell size, as recommended by authors of the sink particles module of the code. With these values, it is not possible to follow the fragmentation process down to the mass of individual stars. Therefore, sink particles here represent "clusters" or "associations" of secondary stellar generations rather than individual stars. The number of sink particles depends on the simulation resolution, however, the total mass in sink particles does not. We checked this by comparing runs A, B and C with their low-resolution counterparts calculated for the whole time at 128 3 grid. We simulate models A, B and C for their first 3.5 Myr of evolution, i.e. before SNe start to explode. The computational domain has size (10 pc) 3 and all outer boundary conditions are set to outflow. Most of the time is computed on a uniform 128 3 grid, however, several selected periods are calculated with AMR at the maximum resolution corresponding to 512 3 .
Synthetic spectra
We calculate the synthetic spectra of a hydrogen recombination line formed in the warm gas (mainly in thermally unstable clumps) present in the simulations. This will allow to compare the calculated models with radio observations (e.g. in mm-wavelengths by ALMA). We choose the H30α with rest frequency ν 0 = 231.9 GHz due to its proximity to the frequency of molecular CO(2-1) line allowing eventually to probe both ionized and molecular gas with a single observation. We assume that the emission is optically thin and verify that such is the case afterwards by calculating the maximum optical depth in the simulations. This allows us to treat each grid cell separately and calculate its line emission T L,cell as (Rohlfs & Wilson 2004) T L,cell = 1.92 × 10
2 ds is the emission measure of the cell, T e is the electron temperature assumed to be the same as the gas temperature T in the grid cell, ds is the linear cell size and ∆ν = ∆vν 0 /c is the width of a frequency bin corresponding to the velocity bin width ∆v. In all calculations presented here we cover the velocity range (−400, 400) km s −1 with 500 bins leading to ∆v = 1.6 km s −1 and ∆ν = 1240 kHz. For a given line-of-sight aligned with one of the Cartesian axes, we calculate the line profile T L by summing up all contributions T L,cell ds intersecting with the lineof-sight and distributing them into velocity bins according to the velocity of the grid cell convolved with the Gaussian of width σ = k B T /(µ e m H ) to account for thermal broadening. We present position-velocity diagrams of our simulations at z = 0 plane integrated along the y-direction in Figure 6 . Additionally, we sum up contributions of all lines-of-sight T L (ds) 2 and normalize the result by πD 2 res /4 in order to obtain the brightness temperature profile T b as seen by a telescope with angular resolution D res .
Finally, we calculate the maximum optical depth by summing up individual grid cell contributions
(23) along each line-of-sight for each frame of each simulation. We found that the integrated value τ L never exceeds 10 −2 justifying the assumption of an optically thin approximation.
5. RESULTS
Estimate of the shielding mass
The evolution of a growing dense clump immersed in the radiation field of the cluster was discussed in Palouš et al. (2014) . It was shown there that the clump mass M c becomes larger than the shielding mass M c,sh , rather early in the cluster evolution. M c,sh is the mass of the clump needed to self-shield its interior against the ionizing radiation. We concluded that clumps may become quickly seeds of secondary stellar generations formed out of stellar wind matter carrying the hydrogen burning products originating in the stellar interiors.
By analyzing simulations of models A, B and C we found that self-shielding of the dense gas typically appears in two qualitatively different configurations. One possibility is that the warm dense gas falls into the cluster center, accumulates there and only when its mass exceeds a certain value, it begins to shield itself against the EUV radiation, allowing its central regions to cool down and collapses into sink particles. We call this configuration self-shielding of the central clump. Another possibility is that the warm dense gas infalling towards the center along radial streams becomes self-shielding even before reaching the center. We call this configuration self-shielding of infalling streams. The difference between the two scenarios is astrophysically interesting, because in the former case, the second stellar generation is formed only in the very center of the cluster, while in the latter one, the stars of the second generation are formed everywhere in the 1G cluster volume. Before we derive an equation for the shielding masses in the two previously described possibilities, we consider a simple configuration-independent threshold, M max,sh for the maximum mass before the self-shielding occurs, based on the number of available EUV photons from all stars in the cluster. A more massive object or a group of objects, must include self-shielding regions regardless the geometry, as there are not sufficient EUV photons to keep them fully ionized. Therefore, in the calculations, we assume that a central clump or an infalling stream becomes self-shielding whenever its mass exceeds M max,sh , even in cases when its mass is below geometry dependent criteria M c,sh or M s,sh (see below)
2 . Assuming that the warm gas is in pressure equilibrium with the hot gas, one can calculate the warm gas mass, M max,sh , whose total recombination rate is equal to the total photon production rate of the clusterṄ UV :
where T 4 = 10 4 K is the temperature of the warm ionized gas, and P hot is the pressure of the hot gas that can be approximated by the pressure at the stagnation radius calculated by the semi-analytic code. Since P hot regulates the volume and therefore the density of the warm gas and through it the total number of recombinations, it is then the quantity that mainly determines the shielding mass in any configuration. Figure 1 (bottom panel) shows the time evolution of P hot .
Self-shielding of the central clump
We assume that the mass of the central clump, M c , is the same as the total amount of the accumulated gas, M acc , given by Equation (14). Pressure equilibrium be-2 Formally, it could happen e.g. in the case when the size of the central clump exceeds R SC since the number of EUV photons entering the clump scales with the clump surface. tween the central clump and hot gas yields the clump radius
By comparing the number of EUV photons reaching the clump surface per unit time with the recombination rate within the whole clump, one obtains the central clump shielding mass
The first 3.5 Myr of evolution of M c and M c,sh for models A, B and C are shown in Fig 2. Note that for model A which has χ > 1 from the very beginning, the central clump becomes self-shielding at about 1 Myr. For models B and C, the central clump becomes self-shielding as soon as χ becomes larger than 1 at 1.8 and 2.8 Myr, respectively. This is in a relatively good agreement with the numerical simulations of these models (see §5.2), even though self-shielding in model A occurs earlier in the simulation.
Self-shielding of streams
Since the number of streams of warm gas infalling into the cluster center from different directions cannot be easily determined, we assume that there is only one stream into which all gas inserted below the escape radius R esc accumulates. This implies that the calculated stream shielding mass, M s,sh , is a lower limit, as more gas is needed for self-shielding a larger number of streams.
The amount of gas in the stream, M s can be derived by assuming that the time taken for the gas to falls into (27) which applies for t−t ff > t bs when the hot medium inside the cluster is thermally unstable.
The ionizing EUV photons from the cluster invade the stream upon reaching its surface, which is πdR esc , where d is the stream diameter. The number of photons arriving per unit time and per unit area was estimated by Palouš et al. (2014) as 1 4 q U V R SC , where q U V is the total EUV photon production rate density of the cluster. At the self-shielding time t s,sh , the number of recombinations inside the stream is just in balance with the total number of incoming ionizing photons
where n 4 is the particle density in the stream computed from the pressure balance between the stream and the surrounding hot gas n 4 = P hot kBT4 . The stream shielding mass is
with the density ρ = µ i m H n 4 . Inserting d from Equation (28) into Equation (29) we get
The evolution of the M s (t) during the first 3.5 Myr of the cluster evolution is compared to the M s,sh evolution in Figure 3 , where models A, B and C are shown. For model A, M s is always smaller than M s,sh (apart from a very short interval with M s M s,sh at 3 Myr), and thus the stream is not able to self-shield, and remains fully ionized throughout the evolution. For models B and C, the stream mass M s is always larger than M s,sh , and thus the streams are able to self-shield their interiors immediately after the start of thermal instabilities. This is in good agreement with the numerical simulation in §5.2.
Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations
The behavior of models is governed mainly by the ratio χ ≡ L SC /L crit . If it is smaller than 1, the stationary solution exists and simulations exhibit a spherically symmetric quasi-stationary distribution of the wind quantities, in a nearly perfect agreement with the semi-analytic code. The wind reaches the sound speed at r = R SC and at a certain radius, R cool > R SC , the wind cools down to temperatures ∼ 10 4 K. The radius R cool decreases with increasing χ, approaching R SC from the outside.
In models for which χ exceeds 1, at time defined as t bs (see Table 2 for t bs for individual models), clumps start to form rapidly inside the cluster. All models exhibit one of the two qualitatively different behaviors illustrated by Figure 4 for model A. The four panels in each row display (from left to right) the particle density in the plane intersecting the cluster center, the temperature in the same plane, the column density of gas and the radial velocity in the central plane. The top row is for time 0.1 Myr when χ just exceeds 1 and the simulation shows individual clumps that are either falling into the center, or leaving the cluster at its periphery. The bottom row, made at 1 Myr when χ ≈ 2, shows continuous streams of warm gas that are flowing into the central region. There, the central clump includes the cold core in which sink particles are formed. Figure 5 compares the behavior of models A, B and C at 3.075 Myr when χ > 1 for all models and they have all accumulated a substantial amount of gas. On the temperature plots (top row) we see that the low heating efficiency (model A) leads to a lower temperature of the hot gas and to a smaller radius at which the wind cools from hot to warm. Further we see that the cold gas (i.e. shielded regions) exists only in the center in model A. In model B, vast majority of the cold gas is located also in the cluster center, however, self-shielding occurs scarcely also at higher radii. In model C, small clumps throughout the whole cluster become ordinarily self-shielding and cold in their interiors. This is in a good agreement with the prediction of the semi-analytic model (cf. to Figures 2 and 3) . The middle row of Figure 5 (gas column density) shows that the low heating efficiency (model A) results in a higher volume filling factor of warm gas oc- Individual columns of panels show (from left to right): (i) logarithm of the gas particle density in plane z = 0, (ii) logarithm of the gas temperature in the same plane, grid of black lines shows Flash AMR blocks, (iii) gas column density integrated along the z-direction, and (iv) the gas radial velocity relative to the cluster center, green-black corresponds to inwards velocity, red-white is the outwards velocity, the cyan line separates regions with subsonic and supersonic velocity. The bottom panel (iii) with the gas column density shows also sink particles represented by white circles with black borders, and sizes representing their masses as given in the legend. curring in radially inflowing streams, while the higher heating efficiency model C leads to a lower volume filling factor of warm gas in chaotically distributed dense clumps. The radial velocity maps (bottom row of Figure 5) show the dense gas concentrated in streams (in models A and B) flowing inwards from almost all the cluster volume. On the other hand, clumps in model C have inward velocities at small radii and outward velocities at larger radii. This is in agreement with the semi-analytic model that assumes that clumps formed below R esc fall to the center while those forming above R esc flow out of the cluster. The escape radii are, at a given time, R esc = 5.2, 4.0 and 2.4 pc, for models A, B and C, respectively. The distribution of sink particles, shown together with the column density in the middle row panels of Figure 5 , follows closely the distribution of the cold gas. In models A and B with the cold gas only in the center, a single very massive (∼ 10 5 M ) particle is formed accreting onto itself all cold gas 3 . On the other hand, in model C, several tens of sink particles are formed with masses 10 2 − 10 3 M distributed throughout the cluster volume. As stated before, the simulations are unable to resolve individual stellar masses and therefore sink particles represent clusters of stars or stellar associations rather than individual objects. Due to the extremely simplified physics of star formation, sink particles are here regarded as trac- Figure 5 . Comparison of RHD simulations of models A, B and C (columns from left to right) at time 3.075 Myr. The top row shows the logarithm of the gas temperature in plane z = 0; the middle row is the column density integrated along the z-direction; and the bottom row presents the gas radial velocity relative to the cluster center, green-black corresponds to inwards velocity, red-white is the outwards velocity, the cyan line separates regions with subsonic and supersonic velocity. Sink particles are shown in the middle row by white circles with black borders, and sizes representing their masses as given in the legend. Comparison of emission line synthetic observations for models A, B and C (columns from left to right) at time 3.075 Myr. The top row shows the logarithm of the gas particle density in plane z = 0; the middle row shows the position-velocity (x − v y ) diagram of the synthetic recombination line emission from the z = 0 plane only; and the bottom row presents synthetic line emission integrated over the whole computational domain. The line profile is calculated as seen from the x-direction and the total emission (black) is split into a part coming from within the cluster (red) and from outside of it (blue). The horizontal dashed line (T b = 0.5 K) shows a rough estimate of the ALMA sensitivity with configuration described at the end of §5.2. C (η he = 0.30) Figure 7 . Evolution of the inserted and accumulated mass for models A, B and C (panels left to right). The thick dash-dotted line shows the total amount of gas, M tot , inserted to the cluster up to a given time (both winds and mass loading). The thick solid black line denotes mass accumulated in RHD simulation, M num acc (both gas and sink particles), and the thick dotted is the corresponding accumulated mass, M acc , estimated by the semi-analytic model. The thin solid line shows the mass, M num acc,gas , of the warm and cold gas present in the simulation computational domain, i.e. the accumulated mass without sinks. The horizontal lines with T-shaped heads at the bottom of the figures denote periods during which the simulations were calculated at higher resolution (AMR, up to refinement level 7 corresponding to 512 3 maximum resolution). Evolution of the synthetic line widths (FWHM) for models A (red), B (blue) and C (black). The horizontal lines with T-shaped heads and a corresponding color at the bottom denote periods during which the simulations were calculated at higher resolution ers of the star formation location and their total mass as an upper limit to the mass of second generation stars. Figure 7 shows the total amount of mass accumulated inside the clusters, M num acc (thick solid line), according to the RHD simulations, as a function of time for models A, B and C. For almost all the time, except a short period after the first sink formation, the accumulated mass is dominated by the mass of sink particles as seen by comparing with the accumulated gas only, M total amount of mass inserted into the cluster by stellar winds, M tot (t) = t 0
(1 + q m )Ṁ SC (t )dt (dash-dotted line), and to the semi-analytic estimate of the accumulated mass, M acc (dotted line, Equation 14), derived from semi-analytic calculations. The above quantities at the end of simulations are also given by Table 2 . We can see that M num acc is a strong function of η he : in model A, the majority of the inserted mass stays in the cluster, while in model C, the fraction of accumulated mass is less than 20%. We can also see (both from Table 2 and Figure 7 ) that the semi-analytic estimates of the accumulated gas are very close to the values obtained from the simulations.
Observational predictions
Synthetic spectra calculated for models A, B and C at time 3.075 Myr are presented in Figure 6 . The figure shows the particle density in the z = 0 plane (top row), the H30α line emission coming from the same plane in the position-velocity diagram (middle row; Equation 22) and the brightness temperature velocity profile T b integrated over all grid cells calculated for a virtual telescope with angular resolution D res = 10 pc. Note that the line profiles of the three simulated models are considerably different. Model A exhibits a broad (FWHM ∼ 200 km s −1 ) line with flat and nodulated top. A comparison with the particle density map and the position-velocity diagram shows that the majority of the emission comes from the central region with many dense warm inflowing streams. The highest velocity of the emitting gas occurs close to the center where the streams are accelerated to velocity ∼ 100 km s −1 by the gravitational field of the cluster and the central sink particle. In the very center, the infalling gas becomes shielded and cold and stops to emit in the recombination line. In this way, the radius at which self-shielding occurs determines the FWHM of the line. On the other hand, the line profile of model C is much narrower (FWHM ∼ 100 km s −1 ) and it has a sharp peak. Here the emission arises from contributions of many small dense warm clumps with both inwards and outwards velocities (see the bottom panel of Figure 5 ). The line profile of model B is a transition between the other two cases, although it seems qualitatively closer to model A. A decomposition of T b into emission coming from r < R SC and from r > R SC (red and blue curves, respectively) shows that the majority of emission comes from within the cluster in models A and B and that the emission from both regions is comparable in model C. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the FWHM of the synthetic H30α lines for the three calculated models. One can appreciate two general trends: (i) the line width grows with time for all models, and (ii) the line width decreases with increasing η he . All FWHM curves also exhibit sudden growths at times when the resolution increases and sudden drops at times when the resolution decreases. This can be understood as a consequence of the cold regions not being properly resolved: the majority of high velocity emission comes from the dense warm gas flowing into the cold regions. The higher resolution leads to smaller cold regions with the inflowing warm gas reaching higher densities and velocities. This implies that the line profiles and widths, regardless of the amount of accumulated mass, are not well resolved with the numerical resolution used and therefore should be taken just as indicators of general trends and not to draw quantitative predictions. Figure 9 shows the FWHM of the synthetic lines as a function of χ. Models A and B show a very similar behavior: the FWHM grows with χ monotonically for log(χ) between 0 and ∼ 1.2 and stays approximately constant for higher values. Since in both models the dense warm gas occurs mainly in the inflowing streams, we interpret it so that the FWHM is given by the maximum velocity of streams. Greater value of χ leads to higher R esc , and therefore streams inflow into the center from larger radii and with higher velocity leading to the growth of FWHM with χ. For log(χ) 1.2 the outer boundaries of the streams reach almost the cluster border, and therefore their growth is not further possible and FWHM(χ) saturates. On the other hand, model C does not show a clear FWHM(χ) dependence. This most likely is because the emission in this model comes mainly from individual clumps formed at various radii having more random (both inwards and outwards) velocities. Finally, we estimate the observability of the warm gas predicted by the simulations. The closest known objects with comparable parameters (mass, radius, age) are super star clusters in the interacting galaxies NGC4038/9 (Antennae). At their approximate distance ∼ 20 Mpc (Schweizer et al. 2008 ) and diameters ∼ 10 pc, the correponding angular resolution is D res ∼ 0.1". Using the ALMA sensitivity calculator, we estimate the integration time needed to reach sensitivity 0.5 K (shown as dashed horizontal lines in the bottom panels of Figure 6 ) with 40 12m antennae and bandwidth 200 km s −1 to be 18 mins. Therefore, we conclude that it should be in principle possible to test the presented model with observations using the appropriate ALMA configurations.
Parameter space study
Motivated by the excellent agreement between the accumulated mass in numerical models M num acc and the semianalytic estimate M acc we consider a larger subset of the parameter space η he -η ml using the semi-analytic code. We calculate a grid of models with parameters given in Table 1 (which correspond to our numerical models A, B and C) and vary the heating efficiency and the mass loading in intervals η he ∈ (0.001, 1) and η ml ∈ (0, 5). For each model we calculate the first 3.5 Myr of the evolution and evaluate: (i) whether rapid cooling occurs during that period (i.e. χ > 1), (ii) whether the central clump becomes self-shielding (i.e. M c ≡ M acc > min(M max,sh , M c,sh ), see Equations 14, 26 and 24), (iii) whether the infalling stream becomes self-shielding (i.e. The resulting map of the η he -η ml parameter space is shown in Figure 10 . The color represents the amount of accumulated gas, M acc , and it is plotted only if selfshielding occurs (otherwise, it is left white). We can A B C Figure 10 . Map of the η he -η ml parameter space for models with parameters given by Table 1 . The color shows the amount of mass accumulated during first 3.5 Myr for a model with given parameters. The dotted and dashed lines separate four qualitatively different regions described in the text (see §5.4). Location of models A, B and C is shown by black circles. Horizontal arrows attached to the dashed vertical line denote that it should be interpreted as a lower limit.
identify four qualitatively different regions. First, a small region with high η he and small η ml (bottom right) where χ never exceed 1 and rapid cooling does not occur. Second, the region with η he 0.02 where even though rapid cooling occurs inside the cluster, the gas never achieves self-shielding. This is because low η he leads to relatively low pressure and hence to a low warm gas density, and therefore all the warm gas that can be accommodated inside the cluster is ionized by the EUV radiation from the stars. Consequently, in these two regions secondary star formation is inhibited. The third region lies between η he ∼ 0.02 and 0.05 − 0.08 (marked "compact 2G", includes model A); here rapid cooling occurs and the central clump is able to self-shield. However, due to the relatively low density of the warm gas, the infalling streams are never dense and massive enough to reach self-shielding. In this case, secondary star formation becomes possible only in the central clump. In the fourth region with 0.05−0.08 < η he < 0.8−1 (marked extended 2G, includes models B and C), both the central clump and the infalling streams achieve self-shielding conditions and thus secondary star formation becomes possible in both the central clump and the infalling streams. The vertical dashed line separating the third and the fourth region represents only a lower limit on η HE and the more realistic border between those two regions lies probably slightly rightwards (see below). This is indicated by horizontal arrows attached to the vertical dashed line. Numerical models A, B and C are denoted by black circles in Figure 10 . Model A lies in the region predicting a compact and central 2G sub-cluster formation, in good agreement with the numerical results. Throughout the whole evolution, only the central clump is selfshielding, and sink particles form only in the very center. Similarly, model C lies in the region where the extended 2G sub-cluster should be formed, and again it is in a good agreement with the model behavior. The gas becomes self-shielding even at larger radii while falling into the cluster center, and a larger number of less massive sink particles form throughout the cluster. On the other hand, model B lies also in the region of "extended 2G", but its behavior is closer to that of model A. This implies that the line separating "compact 2G" and "extended 2G" regions marks only a lower limit in η he . The model is classified as the one with an "extended 2G" if during the calculation there is a period when M s > M s,sh .
As this period can be arbitrarily short, the majority of stars can still form in the central clump. Moreover, the criterion only evaluates whether self-shielding in streams occur, but the semi-analytic model is unable to calculate whether the cold gas collapses into stars / sink particles. The top middle panel of Figure 5 indeed shows that selfshielding can rarely and marginally occur also at large radii. Therefore we conclude that the more realistic estimate of the location of the line separating "compact 2G" and "extended 2G" would be somewhere between the calculated line and the position of model C, i.e. approximately at η he = 0.08 − 0.3.
DISCUSSION
The model used in this work includes many simplifications and caveats. Here we list the ones that we consider most important. One of the most serious problems is probably the unknown origin of the low heating efficiency treated as a free parameter. In principle, it can be any type of additional cooling, not accounted for by the gas cooling included in our model. One possibility could be cooling at the transition layer between the hot gas and warm clumps combined with the thermal conduction transporting the heat from the hot gas onto clump surfaces. We plan to explore this option in future work. Inclusion of the thermal conduction leading to evaporation of pre-existing clumps may also provide selfconsistent mechanism for mass loading, which is here also treated as a free parameter. Furthermore, the physics of gas with temperatures below 10 4 K and 2G star formation process is extremely simplified in the numerical code and not present in the semi-analytic model. As a result, the 2G mass is probably overestimated and the provided values should be contemplated rather as upper limits. Feedback from the 2G stars is also missing, even though it probably behaves in a similar way as feedback from 1G stars, and can be considered as a local enhancement of mass and energy deposition rates within the framework of the model. Another simplification is the distribution of wind mass and energy, in our model evenly supplied within the cluster volume, assuming that the wind-wind collisions redistribute smoothly the mass and mechanical energy of the winds. This has been well justified by Cantó et al. (2000 Cantó et al. ( , 2006 for adiabatic models, however, the applicability of this approach in case of more complex physics including cooling and radiation is less clear.
The presented model predicts the formation of 2G stars out of stellar winds from the 1G. Such models have already been suggested e.g. by Decressin et al. (2007b) and D'Ercole et al. (2010) . However, our model exhibits two unique features. Firstly, it predicts that even fast stellar winds with velocities exceeding thousands of km/s can be captured inside the cluster and 2G stars can form out of them, while all previous models assumed that stellar winds have to be slow (e.g. D 'Ercole et al. 2008 ) in order to contribute to 2G star formation. Moreover, the model makes a clear link between the cluster global properties and the secondary star formation by predicting that it can occur only if the cluster is massive and compact enough (i.e. L SC > L crit ). Another unique feature is that our model provides a self-consistent mechanism predicting that 2G stars form in a small central part of the cluster if the heating efficiency is small. The existing models (see e.g. Krause et al. 2013 ) sometimes assume that 2G stars can form in the cluster central region, because they form out of massive stars located close to the center due to primordial mass segregation. However, it is only an assumption and the hypothesis of primordial mass segregation has been questioned by recent observations of NGC3603 with VLT/SPHERE using extreme adaptive optics (Khorrami et al. 2016) .
The model predicts secondary star formation occurring in young massive clusters with solar metallicity, and it therefore naturally raises the question of whether it could be tested by observations of nearby young massive clusters. Photometric observations of intermediate age (Bertelli et al. 2003; Mackey et al. 2008; Milone et al. 2009 ) and recently even young (Milone et al. 2015 (Milone et al. , 2016 massive clusters in the LMC indeed suggest the presence of multiple stellar populations. However, other explanations of multiple episodes of star formation have been also suggested and recently Milone et al. (2016) ; Bastian et al. (2016) argue that the effect of stellar rotation may provide the most plausible one. More promising can be the detection of warm dense gas with a high velocity dispersion as suggested in this work. The emission lines showing the presence of the warm gas have been observed in embedded clusters in galaxies as NGC 5253 (Beck et al. 2012; Turner et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2016) , NGC 4449 (Sokal et al. 2015) and in Antennae interacting galaxies (Gilbert & Graham 2007) . The predicted emission line profiles seems to show a significant differences between the emission of HII regions and the emission from the cluster interior. A more detailed comparison of the predicted versus observed profiles should be performed in the future.
An interesting question is whether the rapidly cooling winds model could explain the origin of multiple stellar populations observed commonly in globular clusters. Formation of globular clusters is a complex field and even though many mechanisms have been suggested, a fully satisfactory model does not seem to exist (Bastian 2015) . We have here described a basic mechanism that always leads to rapid cooling and mass accumulation providing there is enough hot and relatively dense gas inside the cluster. Therefore, a critical question determining whether the model could work depends on whether stellar evolution models for low metallicity massive stars predict winds with a large enough mass loss. One possibility could be models of fast rotating massive stars (Decressin et al. 2007b) or massive binaries (de Mink et al. 2009; Tenorio-Tagle et al. 2016 ). The presented model differs from the other mentioned models by the fact that the wind always goes through the hot phase and contributions from various types of stars and the pristine (mass loaded) gas mix completely together. This, on the one hand, could explain the presence of Li (signature of pristine gas) in 2G stars, on the other hand, it does not seem straight forward to explain the extreme abundance patterns (e.g. the high oxygen depletion), as it only happens in some (very massive) types of stars. A feature in favor of the rapidly cooling winds model is the mentioned self-consistent mechanism predicting the formation of 2G stars in the very center, which provides an ideal setup for the removal of 1G stars by combination of gas expulsion and tidal forces as described in Khalaj & Baumgardt (2015) . Another attractive feature of our model is the link between secondary star formation and the global parameters of the cluster (mass, radius, metallicity, . . . ), which provides a natural explanation as to why only globular clusters (or in general massive cluster), and not less massive open cluster or field stars, exhibit features related to multiple stellar populations.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a model of rapidly cooling shocked stellar winds in young massive clusters and estimate the circumstances under which secondary star formation, out of the reinserted winds from a first stellar generation is possible. We have used two implementations of the model: a highly idealized computationally inexpensive spherically symmetric semi-analytic model, and a complex three-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic simulations. The model determines whether the hot shocked stellar winds inside the cluster become thermally unsta-ble and form dense clumps, whether these clumps selfshield against the stellar EUV radiation and cool further where ever it may happen. The model also determines the fraction of stellar wind mass that cools down and feeds secondary star formation. Both implementations show a good agreement for the three calculations made with different values of the heating efficiency of the shocked stellar winds. Further, we have used the semianalytic model to explore a subset of the parameter space covering a wide range of the observationally poorly constrained parameters: the heating efficiency, η he , and the mass loading, η ml . Finally, we have calculated the emission in the H30α recombination line, analyzed its velocity profile and estimated its intensity for super star clusters at the distance of the interacting galaxies NGC4038/9 (Antennae).
Our conclusions are as follows:
1. With more accurate and complex numerical model including gravity and ionizing radiation we confirm our previous findings (Tenorio-Tagle et al. 2005a; Wünsch et al. 2008 ) that in young, massive and compact clusters, the resultant thermalized shocked stellar winds become thermally unstable. This leads to the formation of dense warm clumps before leaving the cluster volume while composing a cluster wind. The dense clumps cool further as they self-shield themselves from the EUV radiation, triggering then the formation of next generations of stars. In this way, the reinserted stellar wind material, expected in adiabatic calculations to be expelled from the cluster volume with velocities largely exceeding the escape velocity of the cluster, can be captured and used for secondary star formation.
2. The fraction of the mass reinserted through 1G stellar winds which accumulates inside the cluster and becomes available for secondary star formation is a function of cluster parameters, and it can be large (> 50%) for sets of reasonable parameter. Specifically, for clusters with 1G stellar mass ∼ 10 7 M , half-mass radius 2.38 pc, mass loading η ml = 1 and heating efficiencies 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3, the fractions are 88 %, 68 % and 17 %, respectively. The corresponding masses of gas available for secondary star formation are 6.1 × 10 5 , 4.7 × 10 5 and 1.2×10 5 M . Thus our model suffers also the "mass budget problem" encountered in former scenarios trying to explain multiple populations observed in globular clusters: the mass fraction of the second stellar generation is too low unless a substantial fraction of 1G stars are later removed from the cluster.
3. The presented model provides a self-consistent mechanism predicting the formation of 2G stars only in the central zones of the cluster. The crucial parameter determining where the 2G stars form is the heating efficiency: if it is low (of order 1−10%), 2G stars form only in the center; if it is larger, 2G stars form everywhere throughout the cluster (see regions "compact 2G" and "extended 2G" on the parameter space map in Figure 10 ). The heating efficiency is closely related to the temperature of the hot shocked wind within the cluster and there is some observational evidence, that it may indeed be low (Silich et al. 2009; Rosen et al. 2014) . This is interesting in terms of the aforementioned mass budget problem, because if 1G and 2G stars are spatially separated in this way, a substantial fraction of 1G stars can be lost due to the primordial gas expulsion and the subsequent dynamical evolution (Khalaj & Baumgardt 2016) .
4. The model predicts that a cluster with studied parameters and age 2 − 3 Myr should contain in its interior a dense warm gas in amounts of the order of 10 4 M . This gas can be traced e.g. by observing hydrogen recombination lines. The line widths predicted by the model are in an approximate agreement with observations of Brγ line for super star clusters in Antennae galaxies (Gilbert & Graham 2007) . The intensities of the H30α radio recombination line calculated for the modelled cluster at the distance of Antennae should make the warm gas detectable with the convenient configuration of ALMA at reasonable integration times.
